CLASSICS - READINGS IN ENGLISH (CLASSICS)

CLASSICS 340-0 Greek and Roman Drama (1 Unit)
Analysis of key works of ancient drama, chiefly tragedy and comedy; their material setting in the Greco-Roman Mediterranean; ancient drama’s literary and performance aspects and social, political, and economic contexts.

Literature Fine Arts Distro Area

CLASSICS 400-0 Classics and Reception (1 Unit)
CLASSICS 440-0 Graduate Seminar (1 Unit)
CLASSICS 460-0 Classical Mythology (1 Unit)
CLASSICS 490-0 Topics in Medieval Thought (1 Unit)
CLASSICS 499-0 Independent Study (1 Unit)
SEE DEPT FOR SECTION AND PERMISSION NUMBERS.

CLASSICS 590-0 Research (1-3 Units)
SEE DEPT FOR SECTION AND PERMISSION NUMBERS.